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ExecuOve Summary 
The development in the TuRlingen cluster creates both – a chance and a challenge
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Germany offers good framework condiOons for internaOonally compeOOve firms. The German economy is very advanced and grows faster 
than most other European economies. Stable poliOcs and high investments in business sophisOcaOon are key drivers of this development. 
Unlike in more centralised countries, numerous world-leading clusters are spread across the country and consOtute the backbone of the 
export-oriented German economy. Economic homogeneity is of high poliOcal interest, and public iniOaOves exist to promote clusters across 
the country. Since the 19th century, Germany has been a hub for research and innovaOons in medical technology (medtech). By now, Germany 
is the largest medtech market in Europe and the third-largest in the world. Nevertheless, medtech markets in the US as well as in emerging 
countries currently grow at faster rates and threaten to dilute Germany’s global market share.

TuRlingen is located in the structurally strong federal state Baden WürRemberg. Home of several world famous automoOve, mechanical 
engineering, and medtech clusters, Baden WürRemberg reaches the highest R&D intensity in Germany. TuRlingen only has a populaOon of 
about 35,000 inhabitants, but is ohen considered the world centre for surgical equipment. Its history dates back to the early 19th century, 
when arOsan businesses specialised on knife-forging. Over the last century, the cluster has increasingly focused on the development of 
surgical equipment, and today approximately 600 related businesses operate within the cluster. While over 90% of these firms are considered 
SMEs, two large anchor companies exist: Karl Storz and Aesculap. 


Along with technological progress, local firms dynamically updated their product porkolios and became globally known as innovaOve leaders, 
parOcularly in the field of minimally invasive instruments. The cluster was dynamic and globally successful. Nevertheless, over Ome a gap 
emerged between the two anchor companies and many SMEs. While the former increasingly invest in the development of highly 
sophisOcated, integrated products, the laRer struggle to keep up with the acceleraOng rate of change. 

Analysing the individual situaOons of Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente, the widening gap between firms in TuRlingen becomes apparent. 
While Karl Storz has grown into one of the world’s largest medtech manufacturers, the firm faces increasing compeOOon from internaOonally 
operaOng industry giants. For Allgaier Instrumente compeOOon has intensified too; however, mostly from low-cost clusters, such as Sialkot. 
Different strategic changes in direcOon have separated the firms’ paths, and now they face significantly different opportuniOes and threats.  

In order to successfully tackle these challenges, we have developed customised recommendaOons for the four most significant actors within 
the TuRlingen cluster: anchor companies, SMEs, the local cluster organisaOon, and policy-makers. In total, these recommendaOons aim at re-
arousing a climate of collaboraOve rivalry and improving overall framework condiOons for globally compeOOve firms. 
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NaOonal Level: Summary 
Germany provides good framework condiOons for the naOonal medtech industry
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Germany offers good framework condiOons for internaOonally compeOOve firms. The German economy is very advanced and grows faster 
than most other European economies. Stable poliOcs and high investments in business sophisOcaOon are key drivers of this development. 
Unlike in more centralised countries, numerous world-leading clusters are spread across the country and consOtute the backbone of the 
export-oriented German economy. Economic homogeneity is of high poliOcal interest, and public iniOaOves exist to promote clusters across 
the country. Since the 19th century, Germany has been a hub for research and innovaOons in medical technology (medtech). By now, Germany 
is the largest medtech market in Europe and the third-largest in the world. Nevertheless, medtech markets in the US as well as in emerging 
countries currently grow at faster rates and threaten to dilute Germany’s global market share.

TuRlingen is located in the structurally strong federal state Baden WürRemberg. Home of several world famous automoOve, mechanical 
engineering, and medtech clusters, Baden WürRemberg reaches the highest R&D intensity in Germany. TuRlingen only has a populaOon of 
about 35,000 inhabitants, but is ohen considered the world centre for surgical equipment. Its history dates back to the early 19th century, 
when arOsan businesses specialised on knife-forging. Over the last century, the cluster has increasingly focused on the development of 
surgical equipment and today approximately 600 related businesses operate within the cluster. While over 90% of these firms are considered 
SMES, two large anchor companies exist: Karl Storz and Aesculap. 


Along with technological progress, local firms dynamically updated their product porkolios and became globally known as innovaOve leaders, 
parOcularly in the field of minimally invasive instruments. The cluster was dynamic and globally successful. Nevertheless, over Ome a gap 
emerged between two anchor companies and many SMEs. While the former increasingly invest in the development of highly sophisOcated, 
integrated products, the laRer struggle to keep up with the rate of change. 

Analysing the individual situaOons of Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente, the widening gap between firms in TuRlingen becomes apparent. 
While Karl Storz has grown into one of the world’s largest medtech manufacturers, the firm faces increasing compeOOon from internaOonally 
operaOng industry giants. For Allgaier Instrumente compeOOon has intensified, too; however, mostly from low-cost clusters, such as Sialkot. 
Different strategic changes in direcOon have separated the firms’ paths, and now they face significantly different opportuniOes and threats.  

In order to successfully tackle these challenges, we have developed customised recommendaOons for the four most significant actors within 
the TuRlingen cluster: anchor companies, SMEs, the local cluster organisaOon, and policy-makers. In total, these recommendaOons aim at re-
arousing a climate of collaboraOve rivalry and improving overall framework condiOons for globally compeOOve firms. 
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NaOonal level: IntroducOon  
The PESTLE-analysis draws a posiOve picture of Germany’s current state
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OVERVIEW:	
The	Federal	Republic	of	Germany	is	Europe’s	largest	economy	and	second	most	populous	na;on	(a=er	Russia)	with	a	popula;on	of	approx.	82	million	people.	The	country	is	located	in	
Central	Europe,	bordering	the	Bal;c	Sea	and	the	North	Sea	as	well	as	nine	neighbouring	countries.	In	total,	Germany’s	popula;on	is	distributed	fairly	evenly	throughout	most	of	the	
country.	Germany’s	 capital	 and	 largest	metropolis	 is	 Berlin.	Major	 urban	areas	 include	Ruhr,	Hamburg,	Munich,	 Cologne,	 StuNgart,	 and	Düsseldorf.	Germany	 is	 a	 key	member	 of	
Europe’s	economic,	poli;cal,	and	defence	organisa;ons.	In	some	fields	it	is	also	deemed	a	technological	leader1.	The	na;on	takes	pride	of	being	home	to	many	influen;al	scien;sts	and	
inventors.	But	most	of	all,	Germany	is	known	for	its	poli;cal	and	cultural	history.	

Social	

Economic	 Technological	

Poli?cal	

•  Germany is a federal parliamentary republic consisOng of 
16 states since unificaOon in 1990

•  Angela Merkel (CDU) is the current head of government, 
leading a coaliOon of CDU and SPD

•  The next general elecOon takes place in late 2017

•  Germany is a member of EU, EMU, NATO, OECD, the G8, 
the G20, the World Bank and the IMF

Legal	

Environmental	

•  Germany has an ageing populaOon with a median age of 
46.8 years2

•  Health standards are high and public health expenditures 
consOtute 11.3% of the GDP2

•  Good access to public (higher) educaOon

•  In 2015, over one million refugees (primarily from Syria) 
sought asylum in Germany3

•  Germany’s legal system has been shaped by the 
Grundgesetz from 1949 (consOtuOonal law)

•  Strong influences by the law of the European Union and 
by internaOonal law

•  Legal stability aRracts foreign companies and promotes 
entrepreneurial acOvity4

•  Business law is based on compeOOon principles

•  Germany is the world’s 4th largest economy by GDP 

•  Germany is a leading exporter of machinery, vehicles, 
chemicals, and household equipment, and benefits from a 
highly skilled labour force

•  Germany achieved a budget surplus of 0.8% in 2015

•  The economy currently suffers from low levels of private 
investments; state plans large scale subsidies

•  German industry is very diversified and in many sectors it is 
a global technology leader

•  Germany’s most innovaOve sectors with above-average 
growth rate are renewable energies, IT, and bio-technology

•  Specific research insOtuOons are leading in fields such as 
materials science and biomedicine

•  Emissions from coal-burning uOliOes and industries 
contribute to air polluOon

•  The German government established a mechanism for 
ending the use of nuclear power by 2022

•  Government is commiRed to adhere to internaOonal 
environmental agreements

•  Chancellor Merkel backs EU Carbon Emission Tax



Foreign	direct	investment	

NaOonal level: General conomic data 
Germany is one of the most advanced economies in the world

5

Germany's medium-sized, aging populaOon lives in an advanced economy and enjoys high-quality and relaOvely equal living standards. Compared to other European countries, Germany enjoys relaOvely low unemployment 
rate and a strong economy that has withstood the 2008 Financial Crisis and the subsequent Euro Crisis. Germany, moreover, scores high on human development as well as consumer and business confidence. However, it is 
alarming to see a trend of declining FDI coupled with a rise in labour cost that is higher than producOvity growth.

Produc?vity	growth	Fundamentals:	

•  Type of economy: Advanced

•  Capital: Berlin

•  PopulaOon: 81.412.145 (2015)

•  UrbanizaOon: 75.3% (2015)

•  GDP (PPP): $3.356 Trillion (2015)

•  GDP/cap (PPP): $41,219 (2015) 

•  InflaOon: 0.84% 

•  Exports: $1.33 Trillion (2015)

•  Imports: $1.05 Trillion (2015)

•  Public debt (of GDP): 77.8% (2016)

•  Household debt (of disposable income): 92.9% (2016)

•  Unemployment: 5% (2015)

•  Youth unemployment: 7.5% (2015)

•  Business confidence index (BCI): 101.17 (2016)  

•  Consumer confidence index (CCI): 100.68 (2016)  

•  Corporate tax: 15% (2016)	5

Geography	

Human	development	

•  Human development index: 0.916 (2014)

•  Life expectancy: 80.844 (2014)

•  Mean years of schooling: 12.2 (2012)

•  GNI/capita (PPP): $48,260 (2015)

•  GINI: 30.13 (2011)

•  Average age: 46.5 (2011)
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NaOonal level: LocaOonal advantages 
Germany’s high compeOOveness allows for a strong export orientaOon
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•  Extraordinarily high naOonal compeOOveness – 5th rank worldwide 

Constant top-placement in the ranking over the last 5 years 
(always ranked <6)

•  Most outstanding factors are business sophisOcaOon (3rd), 
innovaOon (5th), market size (5th), and infrastructure (8th)

•  Germany is the largest economy in the European Union8

•  The economy is located centrally within the world-largest single 
market generaOng a GDP of 15,16 Trillion € in 2015

•   The European single market includes 500 million ciOzens

•  Products from Germany are perceived as “high quality“ 
abroad9

•  High quality suppliers of technology, parts and packaging due 
to sophisOcated technical standards, good know-how and high 
delivery reliability10

•  High Level of export orientaOon, Germany has the second 
highest trade surplus worldwide:

The 20 countries with the highest trade surplus in 2015 (in billion U.S. dollars)11

Germany was the “world champion of exporOng” for a long Ome and has only recently been overtaken by China. The country recovered quickly from the financial crisis in 2008/09 and is now the economic powerhouse in its 
home market – the European Union. The German economy shows outstanding compeOOveness which is mainly driven by business sophisOcaOon and innovaOon capabiliOes, making the the label “made in Germany” sOll one 
of the most renowned in the world. 

The	market	at	the	front	door7	A	compe??ve	na?on6	 Made	in	Germany	

50,1	

53,8	

61,4	

90,3	

146,3	

279,4	

593,0	

Italy	

Singapore	

Netherlands	

South	Korea	

Russia	

Germany	

China	



The benefits companies find in Germany come with a cost. Labour and energy costs are high and challenge firms’ compeOOveness in manufacturing. Many companies have therefore offshored and/or outsourced their 
producOon to low cost countries. Technology privacy also is of high cost for the high-tech site Germany and may be considered a threat for long-term compeOOveness if patents and copyrights cannot be protected. Another 
locaOonal disadvantage is Germany’s high level of bureaucracy, which leads to a relaOvely low “ease of doing business” index.
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•  Germany is the country with the highest Energy costs (0,149 € per kWh in 2015) for businesses in 
Europe12

•  Corporate taxes in Germany are higher than the worldwide average. Moreover, the corporate tax 
system as municipaliOes can set tax levels individually. The average corporate tax level in Germany is 
approximately 30%

•  Germany is among the 10 countries with the highest labour cost in manufacturing around the world13

•  Germany, as leading supplier of technology, has repeatedly been target of technology piracy

•  71 percent of all companies are affected by product or brand piracy

•  The esOmated accumulated damage to German mechanical engineering businesses lies at 7,9 
billion € annually

•  The main origin of piracy is China, primarily focusing on machinery and technologically sophisOcated 
products

NaOonal level: LocaOonal disadvantages 
Export-driven companies are challenged by high costs, technology piracy and bureaucracy

An	expensive	country	 Technology	piracy14	

Bureaucra?c	business	regula?on	reduce	ease	of	doing	business	in	Germany15	

Rank (out of 190): 

Time required (ø days): 

Cost (ø %):

Procedure (ø # of steps):
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NaOonal level: Importance of clusters  
Highly sophisOcated clusters are the backbone of the German economy 

Sponsor:

Mission:

Target group:

ObjecOve:

Admission:

“go-cluster”	-	Program	17	

Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy

Support local cluster management organisaOons through a 
naOonal cluster excellence program

Cluster managers and representaOves from science and business

1. Support the transformaOon of naOonal innovaOon clusters into 
internaOonal clusters of excellence

2. Increase internaOonal visibility of parOcipaOng cluster
3. Analyse trends of internaOonal cluster policy to work out 

recommendaOons for the German perspecOve

•  Each German innovaOon cluster can apply for admission

The	Leading	Edge	Cluster	Compe??on	18		

Federal Ministry of EducaOon and Research

Support the strongest regional associaOons in developing 
internaOonally compeOOve soluOons and strategies

Cluster managers and representaOves from science, and business

1. Award the most innovaOve long-term cluster strategies 
2. Provide up to one million euros per cluster to develop and test 

new forms of cooperaOon between research and business
3. Facilitate support for new talent, pracOcal training, and the 

recruitment of internaOonal specialists and managers

•  Each German innovaOon cluster can apply for admission

Entrepreneurial	Regions	Ini?a?ve	19	

Federal Ministry of EducaOon and Research

Support regions facing special challenges as a result of structural 
change and leverage innovaOon potenOals

Regional innovaOon alliances (primarily in eastern Germany)

1. Support regional alliances to form clusters of high standards and 
with strict market orientaOon

2. Observe the following principles: think laterally, collaborate, plan 
strategically, and act entrepreneurially

3. Create interdisciplinary partnerships in eastern Germany

•  Admission criteria are dependent on individual funding 
programmes with different regional and funcOonal foci

•  Over the last centuries, clusters have been an important source of innovaOon and economic growth in 
Germany

•  Along with technological progress, successful clusters with high specialisaOon values have developed for 
example in the instruments, medical technology (medtech), and automoOve industries

•  In order to promote naOonal compeOOveness, the German Federal Government has iniOated three large-
scale cluster development iniOaOves. The goal is to catalyse the emergence of internaOonal clusters of 
excellence in Germany and leverage innovaOon capacity

Overview	 Employment	and	Specializa?on	Value	by	Cluster	Category16	

Clusters have played an important role for the development of the German economy. Over the last centuries, highly sophisOcated clusters have emerged in numerous industries ranging from finance , transportaOon and 
automoOve to medtech. Policy-makers have become increasingly aware of the significance of clusters for the country’s economic performance and iniOated three major cluster development iniOaOves on the naOonal level. 
These programs are intended to catalyse innovaOon and establish “internaOonal clusters of excellence”. In total, several billions of euros are invested annually in the development of promising innovaOon clusters, including 
“the global centre for medical technology” TuRlingen.
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Historical	development	of	science,	technology	and	medicine	in	Germany	

Germany has a progressive medical history with both public and private investments in universiOes, research departments and related businesses.  Since World War II, numerous new actors have entered the market and 
created a highly fragmented market landscape. As a result, domesOc rivalry has spurred the development of medtech products in terms of quality, design and innovaOon. Today, medtech companies enjoy disOnct benefits 
such as low costs for clinical studies but face bureaucracy in regards of approvals and reimbursement processes.

1850

The emergence of the earliest research-oriented 
universiOes made Germany a major internaOonal 
center of both research educaOon and scienOfic 
excellence20. 

In 1895, Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen, a German 
physicist, discovered the X-ray. This invenOon was 
described as  the "discovery of how to photograph 
the invisible21.”

In 1924, Dr. Hans Berger recorded the first human 
electroencephalogram, or EEG. IniOally, his 
observaOon was ridiculed, and it took 5 years 
before he published the technique22.

2016

19331895 1924 1945

Overshadowed by the 
inhuman medical 
experiments during 
the Holocaust, 
Germany’s 
advancement in 
medicine, technology 
and public health 
research were largely 
overlooked. For 
example, Germany 
was the first country 
to use high-powered 
electron 
microscopes23. 

1970

Post World War II, many German 
scienOst fled to Great Britain, and 
later moved to the United States 
due to more opportunisOc 
condiOons (e.g. funding for 
research)24.


Nonetheless, during the 
economic boom period in the 
1950s and 1960s a broad 
landscape of new medtech 
businesses emerged.

Large-scale state investments 
catalyzed the development of a 
state-of-the-art public healthcare 
system

1980

West German 
public and private 
funds increasingly 
invested in 
Biomedical 
Research and 
Development 
(BMRD).

In 1980 the country 
was the world’s 
thirst largest 
investor in BMRD, 
following the US 
and Japan25. 

By 1991, Germany 
was the second 
largest medtech 
exporter, exporOng 
approximately 50% 
of the domesOc 
producOon volume. 
Germany’s global 
market share 
reached 21%26. 

1991

The medtech 
sector in Germany 
was affected by 
the 2008 financial 
crisis, causing a 
significant decline 
in domesOc and 
export sales. In 
2009, however, 
Germany sOll kept 
its posiOon as the 
world‘s third 
largest medtech 
producer27. 

In 2012, Germany 
had a market 
share of 15%, with 
exports 
consOtuOng 
60-65% of total 
domesOc 
producOon28.

20122009

With more than 30 
specialized medtech 
clusters29, Germany 
today is Europe’s 
largest medtech 
market, and has 
twice the size of the 
French market and 
triple size the the 
Italian and UK 
markets30. 

The German 
medtech market is 
fragmented with 
only a handful of 
large actors such as 
Siemens, B. Braun 
and Fresenius. Over 
95% of the industry 
consists of small- 
and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) 
or subsidiaries to 
larger internaOonal 
companies31. 


2016

Benefits	and	challenges	for	German	med-tech	today32	

▶  Germany offers one of the most beneficial cost-quality raOo for 
clinical studies in the world33

▶  The average cost to develop an idea towards market maturity in 
Germany is 8-10 million € and thereby significantly lower than 
in the US (approx. 80 million €)

▶  Short approval Omes exist for new technologies

▶  Long history of medtech in Germany has led to highly 
specialised technical experOse

▶  The German healthcare system is characterised by various 
stakeholder groups with conflicOng interests

▶  InterconnecOons of EU, state, and federal state legislaOons 
complicate legal environment and hinder the new product 
development process for medtech providers

▶  Large Statutory Health Insurance companies represent 85% of 
German ciOzens and tend to be rather bureaucraOc

▶  Reimbursement processes for new technologies is ohen tedious 
and complicated

NaOonal level: The German medtech industry 
Germany has a long history in medtech and an advanced (but bureaucraOc) health care system
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Medtech	industry	Germany34	
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Expected global medtech revenue 2013 - 2020E

United	States	 Japan	 Germany	 China	 Other	emerging	markets	 Rest	of	world	

•  Germany is the largest medtech market in Europe and the third largest in the world (14.6%)
•  Over 12,000 medtech companies with over 195,000 employees are located in Germany
•  Approximately 68% of all medtech products are exported (general industry average: 40%)
•  Largest export markets are USA (3.26 bn €), China (1.3 bn €), and France (1.2 bn EUR)
•  Over 13,000 patents are filed annually; highest value across all German industries and the second 

highest worldwide
•  Approximately one third of general turnover is generated from products not older than 3 years
•  9% of industry turnover is re-invested into R&D (general industry average: <4%)

Drivers	and	influences	

NaOonal level: The German medtech industry 
The German medtech industry is in good shape, but the future will bring challenges

Total Foreign sales DomesOc sales

2015	sales	medtech	industry	Germany	and	European	Union	(in	bn	€)35	

37%

13%12%

11%

9%

3%
3%

12%
Germany
France
Italy
Ireland
Great Britain
Sweden
Denmark
Rest

Expected	global	medtech	sales	2013	–	2020E	(in	bn	€)36	

The German medtech industry is the largest in Europe and has been conOnuously growing over the last years. The market is characterised by a high degree of fragmentaOon as well as a strong export orientaOon. In fact, 68% 
of all domesOcally produced medtech products are exported. InnovaOon and R&D are of great importance and are significantly higher than general industry standards. Over the next years, the German medtech industry will 
undergo significant changes due to a variety of strong influences. In addiOon, Germany’s global market share will conOnuously dilute due to growing markets in the US, China, and numerous emerging countries. 

•  Demographic development: Ageing populaOons in developed countries lead to increased demand
•  Technological progress: Nano technology and modern producOon techniques boost innovate products
•  Surgical innovaOons: Modern surgical methods allow more operaOons for more elderly paOents
•  Increasing paOents demands: Health is increasingly perceived as a service paOents are willing to pay for
•  Regulatory hurdles: ConOnuous changes in (inter-)naOonal legislaOon impact compeOOve environment
•  Price pressure: European and US healthcare sectors suffer from increasing price pressure

4 Januar 2017



▲  Highly skilled and technically trained workforce

▲  SubstanOal scienOfic capacity to create knowledge

▲  Extensive and high quality transport infrastructure

▲  Good accessibility due to Central European locaOon

▲  Good access to natural resources, incl. building materials, 
steel, plasOcs, etc.

►  Moderate medtech labour market flexibility

►  ICT infrastructure capable of development

▼  Difficult access to loans and poor availability of venture 
capital for entrepreneurial businesses

▼  Generally high level of labour cost

▼  Financial insOtuOons are tarnished and significantly lost 
trustworthiness and confidence

Related	and	suppor?ng	industries	

▲  Very high local supplier quanOty and quality fosters close supplier relaOonships and shared research 
and development acOviOes

▲  Very strong state of medtech cluster development (parOcularly in Baden WürRemberg and Bayern) 
with numerous hidden champions in niche markets ( “MiRelstand”)38

▲  Manufacturers across all stages of value chain acOviOes provide highly sophisOcated products and 
services

▼  Weaknesses in domesOc electronic and computer industries hinder compeOOveness in some 
integrated medtech products and soluOons39

▲  PosiOve

►  Neutral

▼  NegaOve

Factor	condi?ons	

▲  Very large home market (incl. EU) and export market size

▲  RelaOvely sophisOcated home market buyers pressure firms 
to innovate and create more advanced products

▲  Strict regulaOve standards require high product quality

▲  Highly saturated domesOc medtech market pushes industries 
towards entering foreign markets2 

▼  ConservaOve German buying behaviour leads to low early 
adopOon rates

Demand	condi?ons	

NaOonal level: Conclusion 
Germany offers ferOle soil for compeOOve medtech businesses

4 Januar 2017 11

Context	of	strategy	and	rivalry	

▲  Very strong intensity of local compeOOon and high degree of market fragmentaOon, safeguarded by the 
Act Against Unfair CompeOOon and the Federal Cartel Office

▲  Low trade-weighted tariff rate facilitates cross-border trade	

►  Moderate “ease of doing business” in comparison to other advanced countries37

▼  High degree of bureaucracy hinders entrepreneurial acOviOes and leads to tedious processes

▼  Complex tax system and regulaOve environment limits rate of innovaOon

▲  Very stable government with good diplomaOc relaOons

▲  Key member state in the European Union, OECD, NATO, etc.

▲  Extensive government funds for cluster iniOaOves

►  High degree of lobbyism from industry sectors

▼  Federal system leads to regulaOve parOculariOes in 
individual federal state (e.g. corporate tax)

Government	



Cluster Level: Summary 
The transiOon of the cluster threats to grow the gap between anchor companies and SMEs
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Germany offers good framework condiOons for internaOonally compeOOve firms. The German economy is very advanced and grows faster 
than most other European economies. Stable poliOcs and high investments in business sophisOcaOon are key drivers of this development. 
Unlike in more centralised countries, numerous world-leading clusters are spread across the country and consOtute the backbone of the 
export-oriented German economy. Economic homogeneity is of high poliOcal interest, and public iniOaOves exist to promote clusters across 
the country. Since the 19th century, Germany has been a hub for research and innovaOons in medical technology (medtech). By now, Germany 
is the largest medtech market in Europe and the third-largest in the world. Nevertheless, medtech markets in the US as well as in emerging 
countries currently grow at faster rates and threaten to dilute Germany’s global market share.

TuRlingen is located in the structurally strong federal state Baden WürRemberg. Home of several world famous automoOve, mechanical 
engineering, and medtech clusters, Baden WürRemberg reaches the highest R&D intensity in Germany. TuRlingen only has a populaOon of 
about 35,000 inhabitants, but is ohen considered the world centre for surgical equipment. Its history dates back to the early 19th century, 
when arOsan businesses specialised on knife-forging. Over the last century, the cluster has increasingly focused on the development of 
surgical equipment and today approximately 600 related businesses operate within the cluster. While over 90% of these firms are considered 
SMEs, two large anchor companies exist: Karl Storz and Aesculap. 


Along with technological progress, local firms dynamically updated their product porkolios and became globally known as innovaOve leaders, 
parOcularly in the field of minimally invasive instruments. The cluster was dynamic and globally successful. Nevertheless, over Ome a gap 
emerged between two anchor companies and many SMEs. While the former increasingly invest in the development of highly sophisOcated, 
integrated products, the laRer struggle to keep up with the rate of change. 

Analysing the individual situaOons of Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente, the widening gap between firms in TuRlingen becomes apparent. 
While Karl Storz has grown into one of the world’s largest medtech manufacturers, the firm faces increasing compeOOon from internaOonally 
operaOng industry giants. For Allgaier Instrumente compeOOon has intensified, too; however, mostly from low-cost clusters, such as Sialkot. 
Different strategic changes in direcOon have separated the firms’ paths, and now they face significantly different opportuniOes and threats.  

In order to successfully tackle these challenges, we have developed customised recommendaOons for the four most significant actors within 
the TuRlingen cluster: anchor companies, SMEs, the local cluster organisaOon, and policy-makers. In total, these recommendaOons aim at re-
arousing a climate of collaboraOve rivalry and improving overall framework condiOons for globally compeOOve firms. 
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Cluster Level: Cluster introducOon 
The world centre of medtech is a small town in structurally strong Baden-WürRemberg
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High	Tech	from	Baden-Wür3emberg40	

•  The South of Germany and especially the federal state of Baden-WürRemberg (BW) is the innovaOon 
centre for the world famous German AutomoOve, Mechanical Engineering and Medical Technology 
industries: 

•  BW reaches the highest R&D intensity in Germany

•  30.2% of all German patent applicaOons are from BW

•  Very strong academic research infrastructure

•  9 universiOes, 5 private higher educaOon insOtuOons, 8 colleges of arts and music, 6 colleges 
of educaOon, 46 universiOes of applied sciences, thereof 22 public, and the cooperaOve state 
university (Duale Hochschule)

•  High agglomeraOon of clusters in BW, well developed management systems and collaboraOon 
iniOaOves -BW is the centre of the German medtech industry, with four related clusters41

The	world	centre	of	medtech	-	Tu3lingen	

•  An unexpected world champion in medtech

•  The TuRlingen medtech cluster holds an esOmated market share of 55% in surgical 
instruments (total market volume € 650 million)42

•  Approximately 600 companies in TuRlingen are involved in medtech43

•  Therefore, TuRlingen calls itself “the world centre of medical technology”44

•  TuRlingen is a small city in the south of Baden-WürRemberg, between Wurmlingen and Neuhausen ob 
Eck

•  PopulaOon: 34,586 CiOzens45

•  High degree of Employment SpecialisaOon in the area (7.5)46

•  Unemployment Rate: 3.2%47 (German average 6.2%45)

In an already highly compeOOve country, the federal state of Baden-WürRemberg is a role model for research-density and innovaOon. Leading technology companies and a good technological environment are 
complemenOng and facilitaOng the development of each other. Therefore, it appears highly logical that some of Germany’s most famous industries have their roots in in Baden-WürRemberg. Yet, considering the city’s size, 
TuRlingen is a surprising world champion in medtech.

TUTTLINGEN
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1867
Go(ried Je/er founded Aesculap

1850s
German Industrial Revolu@on

17th Century
Duchy of Wür/emberg

1869: First train in Tu/lingen, connec@ng to 
Wür/emberg Railway Network 

1952: Karl Storz developed endoscopes 
with tradi@onal lens system

1958: Surgical Instruments Manufacturers 
Associa@on founded in Sialkot, Pakistan

2016
Tu/lingen Medical Cluster

Cluster Level: Cluster history48 
A long history in surgical instruments faces a transiOon due to compeOOon and diversificaOon


IniOally, the small town of TuRlingen possessed geographical 
advantages such as convenient transportaOon along the 
Danube river, and abundant natural resources in iron-ore 
deposits and Omber stock.

These natural advantages led the town to develop crah-based 
industry, centred by the tradiOon of iron-work of the Duchy of 
WürRemberg by the end of the 17th Century. During this Ome, 
TuRlingen competed on knife and scissor-forging against 
Solingen from the Rhur region, which was a major centre for 
iron and steel producOon.

By 1800, the arOsan town had already 20 firms specializing in 
nail- and knife-forging. The number grew further aher 50 years, 
during the German Industrial RevoluOon. TuRlingen was home 
to more than 100 firms specializing in nail- and knife-forging in 
the 1850s.

In 1867, Go�ried JeRer, originally from TuRlingen, brought 
back advanced manufacturing methods for medical instruments 
from Paris and founded a small workshop. Paris was the leading 
centre for medical research and surgical instruments 
producOon. 


The moment of Go�ried JeRer se�ng 
up his workshop and creaOng a 
standard manufacturing method for 
surgical instruments was seen as the 
beginning of the TuRlingen medical 
cluster.

JeRer took an extensive trip across 
major hospitals in Europe and 
developed good network with these 
hospita ls . He had an idea to 
standardize surgical instruments so he 
founded his workshop.

The workshop grew in size and was 
renamed to JeRer & Scheerer in 1887 
and again to Aesculap in 1899. By the 
turning of the century, Aesculap had 
subsidiaries in Berlin and New York, 
and employed more than 440 workers. 
It is the largest company in TuRlingen 
today.

?


At the beginning of the 20th Century, the 
number of surgical instrument types 
increased rapidly as surgery techniques 
developed further, leading to further 
specializaOon towards surgical instrument 
producOon in TuRlingen. This development 
enabled crahmen to shorten the 
producOon Ome of individual products and 
to obtain economies of scale.

Despite the disrupOons from two world 
wars and the Great Depression during the 
late 1920s, TuRlingen conOnued to grow. By 
1950, the town saw an increase of 
industrial firms from 3 to 23 and crah shops 
from 77 to 126.

In 1945, Karl Storz founded Karl Storz 
Endoscopy, which would become the 
second largest company in the TuRlingen 
cluster. The company developed the first 
endoscopes with tradiOonal lens systems in 
1952.


By 1955, the city of 
TuRlingen alone hosted 
149 companies and over 
3000 employees.

From 1955 to the end of 
the 20th Century, the 
c l u s t e r a s a w h o l e 
flourished due to the 
growth from the health 
sector, with a strong 
expansion of 84% in terms 
of the total number of 
companies.

The surgical instruments 
cluster of Sialkot, Pakistan 
became a threat to 
TuRl ingen s ince late 
1950s with lower cost of 
producOon.

1800 19001850 1867 1955 1998 201620001869 1952 1958


By 1999, 87.5% of German surgical instrument firms 
were located in Baden-WürRemberg, almost all in 
TuRlingen. The town was literally the centre of surgical 
technology of the world. 

During this Ome, the cluster entered its maturity stage, 
with industry associaOons forming quality controls and 
leading innovaOon. The cluster promoted high product 
standards and cluster reputaOon of high-quality 
instruments, as in contrast to Sialkot’s low-price and low-
quality products.

Marching into 21st Century, TuRlingen faced the 
compeOOon from low-wage countries (e.g. Sialkot) as 
well as the emergence of new technologies in minimally 
invasive surgery, surgical implants and advanced medical 
devices. In order to address both the compeOOon of 
Sialkot and the new medical progress, many industrial 
firms in the cluster started to deviate from tradiOonal, 
surgical instruments and diversify their business into 
minimal invasive instruments, surgical implants, and 
various medical devices. Since then the cluster has been 
experiencing a phase of transiOon.

1800-1900  1867 1900-1955  1955-1999  1999-Today	
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Cluster Level: Cluster products 
The cluster transiOon led to a diversificaOon of the cluster’s product porkolio
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Implants	

Surgical	instruments	 Minimally	invasive	instruments	

Other	medical	devices	

The	four	medtech	product	segments	of	the	Tu3lingen	cluster49	

TuRlingen had mainly produced knives (as other 
well-known sites such as Sheffield or Solingen) but 
started to specialize on surgical instruments in 
1867, meeOng the development of surgery.50

Today there are thousands of specialized 
instruments for the most different operaOons. 
Instruments are developed for each operaOon 
method. 

Some examples for instruments are Ribspreaders, 
Cardiovascular-, Surgical- and Dental Instruments. 

Companies in TuRlingen met again the trend in 
surgery and used their exisOng know-how in metal 
treatment and diversified into implants. Yet, the 
producOon is more difficult and capital intensive 
(due to the needed machinery). TuRlingen is sOll 
developing in this area and supplies currently only 
17% of the German implant producOon.52

Examples are knee-, hip- and spine-implants as well 
as self-expandable medical implant, such as stents.

In order to reduce surgical risks and scars aher the 
operaOon, minimally invasive surgeries have 
become highly popular, strongly promoted by new 
imaging technologies such as CT or MRI.

Companies from TuRlingen were first movers and 
offered the necessary instruments and endoscopes 
to work minimally invasive. The instruments 
usually consist of a pipe and a handle that controls 
the instrument at the end of the pipe.51

ReflecOng the increasing diversificaOon of the 
TuRlingen cluster, big companies either started to 
look into related industries or manufacturers of 
medical devices that moved to TuRlingen. 

Just some examples are Lab Equipment, 
TherapeuOcal Devices, Lubricants, Polymers, fully 
integrated OR systems, Surgery carts, DesinfecOon, 
Catheters, sohware and a lot more.



Cluster Level: Cluster value chains 
The different product segments require disOnct value chains with a trend towards globalisaOon
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The medtech cluster in TuRlingen started with the simple 3-step producOon process of surgical instruments. Due to increasing compeOOon on the world market and high labour costs in Germany, companies started to 
outsource parts of their producOon to low-cost countries or even started to buy the very low tech products for their porkolio. AddiOonally, companies started to diversify into implants, minimally invasive instruments and all 
further types of medical devices. Yet, there are limitaOons in terms of capital and know-how for the small- and medium sized companies (<100 Employees) in the cluster.

Implants	

Surgical	instruments	 Minimally	invasive	instruments	

Other	medical	devices	

The	value	chains	of	the	Tu3lingen	cluster53	

CreaOon of the 
Workpiece (steel 
casOng)

Shaping the 
workpiece 
(milling & 
grinding)

Refinement 
(SophisOcaOon & 
alloying)

TuRlingen 
(commodity)

TuRlingenTuRlingen

Sialkot Sialkot

The producOon of Surgical Instruments requires a high degree of manual work. Therefore, companies 
from TuRlingen outsource the shaping to a large extent to Sialkot. Yet, the refinement for demanding 
instruments will usually be done in Germany. Batch sizes are small as surgical instruments are highly 
specialized for each operaOon, thereby reducing the potenOal for automaOon.

CAD 
Drawing

CNC 
Milling

Finishing Assembly

The producOon of implants is more reliant on machinery than on manual work and are therefore more 
capital-intensive. Tailor-made CAD drawings will be manufactured automaOcally. Humans supply know-
how and work in finishing and assembly. All steps are made in TuRlingen and companies built up on their 
exisOng knowledge about metal treatment.

Due to increasing diversificaOon in the cluster, the value and producOon chains became more 
disOnguished for each product. Due to the differences in technologies, supply and cost structure each of 
the exemplified products above has its own value chain.

OP carts OP lights Reani-
maOon 
Device

Laboratory 
Centrifuge

+
Standard 
Parts

Special 
Parts

Instrument for 
specific purpose 
(e.g. laparoscopy)

The capital intensity of minimally invasive instruments is higher due to higher automaOon in the 
producOon of standard parts. Furthermore, the technology tends to be more complicated (especially in 
case of endoscopes that require know-how in opOcs as well). Therefore, only a a limited number of SMEs 
in TuRlingen could switch to the producOon of minimally invasive instruments.



Cluster Level: Cluster mapping 
The TuRlingen cluster shows high specialisaOon and sophisOcated supporOng industries
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Cluster Level: Cluster performance 
The cluster is characterised by two major players and numerous SMEs
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Different	manufacturers	in	the	Tu3lingen	cluster	

The Anchor Companies

The small and medium sized companies

Both anchor companies started as small handicrah companies: Aesculap 
with surgical instruments in 1867 and Karl Storz with endoscopes in 1949. 
Since then, both companies have managed to outperform their peers 
significantly and seized global market chances by introducing innovaOve 
technologies. Today, the companies employ more than 30% of TuRlingen’s 
workforce54 and offer diverse product porkolios. Aesculap provides almost 
anything from instruments to implants. Karl Storz broadened its product 
range from endoscopes to fully digitally integrated operaOng rooms. In 
order to save costs both companies outsourced a large degree of labour 
intensive manufacturing steps.

6700 Employees 
worldwide

10.600 Employees 
worldwide

The Cluster IniOaOve18 Employees

5 Employees

110 Employees

90% of the companies in the TuRlingen cluster are SMEs.55 Most of them 
started as basement manufacturers or as spin-offs from other companies 
and are sOll family owned and run. The small companies increased their 
compeOOveness on the global market through high specialisaOon and 
virtual horizontal integraOon(e.g. by using shared showrooms). Offering 
their products collecOvely, they address global customer needs from “one 
hand” and miOgate potenOal shortcomings in sales know-how. 

Yet, as compeOOon from low-cost countries increasingly closes the quality 
gap to TuRlingen, small companies are under pressure. Most of them lack 
the financial resources to invest into machinery or the know-how to 
diversify their business towards high-tech products. Whereas nine of the 
ten largest firms sell endoscopes, implants and surgical apparatus, the small 
companies sOll rely on surgical instruments54.

Performance	

Facts and Figures about the Cluster Performance

Due to the structure of the Cluster (many SMEs), reliable data collecOon of the overall cluster 
performance is challenging. Nonetheless, the following facts and figures give an impression of the 
cluster performance:


Founded in 2011, the cluster organisaOon Medical Mountains connects 
medtech companies, universiOes, research insOtutes, poliOcs and 
internaOonal medtech actors in TuRlingen. The organisaOon aims to 
increase the compeOOveness of the cluster by fostering innovaOon and 
reducing costs. Medical Mountains promotes networking in formal and 
informal forums for discussions as well as the involvement of the federal 
and state government in the cluster development.
For further informaOon, please see the following page of this report.

Export	Ra?o:	65%57	

20	million	instruments	produced	and	
sold	per	year55	 Sales	generated	with	surgical	

instruments:	€	263	million56	

World	market	share	in	surgical	
instruments:	55%55	

17%	of	the	overall	German	implant	
produc?on55	Produc?on	Volume	of	Endoscopes	and	

minimally	invasive	instruments:	€	200	
million55	

Total	es?mated	annual	turnover:	€	600	million58	



Cluster Level: Cluster organisaOon58 
Medical Mountains is a powerful bridge builder between actors within and beyond TuRlingen
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•  Medical Mountains is involved in various lobbying acOviOes, e.g. preparing a posiOon paper together 
with industry experts for regulaOng the market for EU medical technology59.

•  InnovaOon and technology development are facilitated via Medical Mountains by hosOng innovaOon 
forums, iniOaOng R&D projects, and coordinaOng cross-company working groups called “Expert 
Tables”59. 

•  Furthermore, a significant part of Medical Mountains’ role is to promote educaOon within the cluster. 
For example, by 2018 Medical Mountain will develop specific Bachelor, Master, and MBA programs for 
medtech students together with Hochschule Furtwangen University. The goal is to increase skills and 
knowledge of medtech, engineering, mechatronics and healthcare within the cluster. Medical 
Mountains also holds seminars for quality cerOficaOons and one-day courses within different fields of 
medtech59.

•  InternaOonalizaOon is promoted by the cluster through various network events, partnerships with 
other internaOonal clusters and by hosOng exhibiOons in TuRlingen. InformaOon events such as 
“MedTech” and the “Impressday” (InternaOonal Medical Press Day)60 are iniOaOves undertaken by 
Medical Mountain to promote internaOonalizaOon of the businesses in the cluster. AddiOonally, the 
cluster organisaOon prepares and distributes informaOon material, e.g. catalogues.

•  Members of the cluster obtain discounts (10%) for parOcipaOng in fairs, training courses, and other 
events. Medical Mountains even provides members with special deals for staying at local hotels61.

•  Medical Mountain in TuRlingen is in close collaboraOon with the more technological inclined cluster 
Technology Mountains, which supports industries within micro technologies, metal and plasOc 
processing and material engineering62.

Shareholders	of	Medical	Mountains59	

Industry Research PoliOcs

Training	

Lobbying	

Innova?on	&	
Technology	

Interna-
?onaliza?on	

Medical	Mountains’	fields	of	work	

Cluster	informa?on	and	ac?vi?es59	

Facts & figures

174 member companies

27,000 employees within the cluster

34 seminars held with around 300 parOcipants

6 foreign delegaOons

2 fairs and community fairs

1 InnovaOon Forums Medical Technology with 
around 300 parOcipants


MedicalMountain aims at facilitaOng exchange among SMEs in order to increase novelty through leveraging the skills, knowledge and capabiliOes of the firms. To increase internaOonal recogniOon and cluster compeOOveness, 
Medical Mountains strives for a state of “coopeOOon” among local firms. 

51%	 7%	 7%	 7%	 7%	 7%	 14%	

0%	 10%	 20%	 30%	 40%	 50%	 60%	 70%	 80%	 90%	 100%	

Chamber	of	Commerce	and	Industry	Schwarzwald-Baar-
Heuberg	(Mr.	Thomas	Albiez)	

Chamber	of	Cra_s,	Constance	(Mr.	Georg	Hiltner)	

Surgical	Mechanics	Guild	Baden	Würbemberg	(Mr.	
Thomas	Volzer)	

Hahn	Schickard	Society	for	Applied	Research	(Prof.	Dr.	
Roland	Zengerle)	

NMI	Natural	and	Medical	Sciences	Ins3tute	at	the	
University	of	Tübingen	(Prof.	Dr.	Hugo	Hämmerle)	

Tublingen	City	(Mr.	Emil	Buschle)	

Tublingen	District	(Mr.	Stefan	Bä)	



1800 1900 1955 1999 2016

•  Geographical advantages and abundance in natural 
resources laid the foundaOon for TuRlingen’s 
formaOon into a knife- and cutlery-forging centre

•  By 1800, TuRlingen already had 20 firms specializing 
in nail- and knife-forging

•  By 1850, TuRlingen was home to more than 100 
firms specializing in nail- and knife-forging; formaOon 
into an arOsan town took place and the industry 
competed primarily with firms from Solingen

•  In 1867, Go�ried JeRer founded the currently 
leading medical engineering firm Aesculap 

•  The city took the iniOal step towards specializaOon 
under the introducOon of standardized manu-
facturing methods during the IndustrializaOon; a 
medical cluster emerged

•  Advancement in surgery led to an increasing 
number of surgical instrument types, which 
encouraged further specializaOon in TuRlingen 
towards surgical instruments producOon

•  SpecializaOon enabled crahsmen to reduce 
producOon Ome for each specific instrument 
and to obtain economies of scale

•  From 1900 1950, despite two wars and one 
economic depression, industrial firms in 
TuRlingen grew from 3 to 23 and crah shops 
from 77 to 126

•  TuRlingen became a booming cluster with 
increasing specializaOon in surgical instruments 
producOon

•  Following the post-war reconstrucOon, 
economic aid, and domesOc efforts, the 
TuRlingen cluster exhibited strong 
expansion in the number of firms present

•  The cluster solidified the producOon of 
surgical instruments due to growing demand 
from the domesOc and foreign health sector

•  Avenues of cluster growth:
•  Strong Oe between doctors/

hospitals and producers
•  Culture of cooperaOon: applicaOon-

oriented medical innovaOon
•  Research and training centers 

financed by local Chamber of Trade

?	

TransformaOon

Decline

1800	-	1900	
EMERGENCE	

1900	–	1955	
SPECIALISATION	

1955	–	1995	
GROWTH		

1999	–	Today	
TRANSITION	
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The	inverted	S	Model	for	the	Tu3lingen	cluster	

QUO	VADIS	TUTTLINGEN?	
•  By	1999,	87.5%	of	German	surgical	instrument	

firms	were	located	in	Baden-Würbemberg,	almost	
all	in	Tublingen	

•  The	Tublingen	cluster	entered	its	maturity	stage	
•  However,	threats	exhibit	from	two	dimensions:	

•  First,	low-labor-cost	and	low-tech	clusters	
challenge	Tu3lingen	with	lower	prices,	
taking	significant	market	share	

•  Second,	development	in	new	
technologies	such	as	minimal	invasive	
surgery,	surgical	implants,	and	medical	
devices	from	other	clusters	challenge	the	
transi?on	in	Tu3lingen.	

•  The	leaders	in	the	cluster	have	begun	diversifying	
their	business	ac3vi3es	but	the	future	remains	to	
be	told 

Cluster Level: Cluster life cycle63 
The TuRlingen cluster is on the verge of a transiOon

Maturity
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Cluster	 Loca?on	 Anchor	 Products	 Four	Lenses		 Further	Informa?on	 Technology	

Surgical 
Instruments 
Manufacturers 
AssociaOon of 
Pakistan (SIMAP)64

Sialkot
(Pakistan)

Surgical 
instruments

•  The Sialkot cluster emerged more than 100 years ago. 
•  Its strong growth in 1980 was mainly fostered by companies from TuRlingen that outsourced producOon 

steps due to lower labor costs in Pakistan. Because of low producOon cost and conOnuous quality 
improvements, Sialkot is now the major compeOtor for TuRlingen in surgical instruments.

•  Today, there are 2,200 surgical instrument manufacturers, mainly SMEs. LOW-TECH	
The Baja Medical 
Device Cluster65

Tijuana 
(Mexico)

Basic Medical 
devices

•  This is a young cluster, which originated in the early 21st century.
•  The cluster was planned to increase the regional compeOOveness.
•  Ca. 750 companies export 50% of the total output of the medtech industry in Mexico (main market US).
•  Cheap labor and focus on efficient producOon processes put price pressure on established clusters.

TUTTLINGEN	 HYBRID	



Medical Valley66 Nuremberg 
(Germany)

Siemens


Medical devices  •  The cluster is known as an “Excellence Center for Medical Technology”.
•  Medical Valley is the leading cluster for medical devices in Germany.
•  New products are developed  in close cooperaOon with 40 local companies and hospitals.
•  The focus lies on conOnuous product development and innovaOon of medical devices.

HIGH-TECH	

Medical Alley67 Minnesota 
(USA)

St Jude 
Medical, 
3M, 
Medtronic

Surgical 
instruments, 
Medical devices

•  Medical Alley is the naOonal leader in the world’s largest medtech producing country.
•  High capital investments lead to outstanding R&D spending.
•  The Medical Alley AssociaOon consists of 700 corporaOons, employing more the 170,000 people.

Galway68 Galway
(Ireland)

Boston 
ScienOfic, 
Medtronic

Medical invasive 
instruments, 
Medical devices

•  Ireland is the second largest medtech exporter in Europe.
•  The cluster emerged as a result of global medtech giants locaOng their European headquarters in Galway.
•  They were aRracted by factor condiOons such as the Irish corporate tax policy and the  access to the EU. 

The Medical 
Cluster69

Switzerland Johnson & 
Johnson, 
Medtronic 

Medical invasive 
instruments, 
Implants, 
Medical devices 

•  The Swiss medtech industry developed from the watchmaking and machine engineering industry
•  Switzerland offers a great environment for internaOonal compeOOon.
•  The medtech cluster benefits from miOgate knowledge from nearby-locaOons, such as TuRlingen.

Utsukushima70 Fukushima
(Japan)

Olympus 
Corp., 
Johnson & 
Johnson

Medical invasive 
instruments, 
Medical devices

•  The cluster was iniOated in 2003 as the Next-GeneraOon Medical Industry AgglomeraOon Project.
•  50 medtech companies operate in Fukushima today.
•  The cluster very acOvely collaborates with educaOonal and research insOtutes in the prefecture.

ConstrucOon

HI

AgglomeraOon Dynamics Life-cycle

LO

Young Mature

StaOc Dynamic

Thin Rich

HIDynamic LO

Young Mature

StaOc

Thin Rich

HIDynamic LO

Young Mature

StaOc

Thin Rich

HIDynamic LO

Young Mature

StaOc

Thin Rich

HIDynamic LO

Young Mature

StaOc

Thin Rich

HIDynamic LO

Young Mature

StaOc

Thin Rich

Cluster level: Global compeOOve landscape 
TuRlingen grew into a special role in-between low- and high-tech compeOOon

HIDynamic LO

Young Mature

StaOc

Thin Rich
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Cluster level: Challenges for the TuRlingen cluster 
Rising low-tech clusters and strong high-tech clusters pressure TuRlingen‘s market posiOon

LOW-TECH	CLUSTERS	 THE	HYBRID	 HIGH-TECH	CLUSTERS	

The	example	of	Sialkot,	Pakistan71	 TUTTLINGEN	 The	example	of	Nuremberg,	Germany72	

What	is	happening?	
	

In the 1980s, firms from TuRlingen started outsourcing labour 
intensive processes in the producOon of low-tech surgical 

instruments to Sialkot to save costs. Over the last years, Sialkot has 
conOnuously increased its product porkolio and general quality level, 

and now is a serious compeOtor to TuRlingen. By offering cheaper 
prices and decent quality, Sialkot is parOcularly cannibalising market 

share from small handicrah manufacturers in TuRlingen.







Factor	Condi?ons:	
Cheap Labour, increasing know-how, sOll mediocre innovaOveness

Demand	Condi?ons:	
Global demand rises (plus increasing share of minimally invasive 

surgeries)
Firm	Strategy,	Structure	and	Rivalry:	

No anchor companies, many SMEs, compeOOon but liRle rivalry
Related	and	suppor?ng	industry:	

Poor industrial environment


What	is	happening?	
	

Since the late 1990s, TuRlingen has been in a transiOon phase. 
Due to the increasing pressure low tech clusters, such as 

Sialkot, firms are required to conOnuous innovate and remain 
ahead of the compeOOon through new technologies. However, 

many of the small SMEs lack the capital and the intellectual 
property for this step. This signifies existenOal risks to many 

small business and can result in increasing cluster 
concentraOon.


 Nevertheless, those companies that manage to develop high-
tech products will face severe compeOOon, too. Peers include 

global giants as well as highly focused firms from clusters 
around the world.


The	implica?ons	for	Tu3lingen	


The TuRlingen cluster must remain dynamic in order to secure 

its current market posiOon. The future will be challenging, 
especially for the small companies in the cluster. InnovaOon and 

collaboraOon will be key to maintain a lasOng compeOOve 
advantage (see following pages).

What	is	happening?	
	

In the past TuRlingen and Nuremberg’s different foci 
shielded them from compeOOon, but technical progress has 

increasingly merged the high tech medical devices and 
surgical instruments markets. Suddenly, TuRlingen’s 

technologically sophisOcated firms face compeOOon from 
the Medical Valley. The problem: The Medical Valley cluster 

has a major advantage in its segments and is growing a 
virtual wall by conOnuous innovaOon. Considering the 

Trabant Model, the high-tech companies in the Medical 
Valley cluster have a compeOOve advantage to TuRlingen.	

	
	
	

Factor	Condi?ons:	
Top-universiOes and research, skilled HR

Demand	Condi?ons:	
EU market, rising demand for medtech
Firm	Strategy,	Structure	and	Rivalry:	

Siemens as anchor company, other companies are highly 
specialised in their segments

Related	and	suppor?ng	industry:	
Hospitals, top quality suppliers, tesOng insOtutes






The many bridges within the TuRlingen cluster 
provide overall beneficial circumstances for 
innovaOon. Yet, a lack of capital and growing 
gaps between anchor companies and SMEs 
endanger the long-term compeOOveness of 

the cluster.

Cluster Gaps Actors Analysis

Firm-to-Global 
Market

Clients and markets in different regions 
of the world

The gap barring interacOon with global markets and value chains is very small: 
•  TuRlingen is closely connected to the world with 65% export rate 
•  Strong collaboraOon with the compeOng cluster in Sialkot, Pakistan.

Firm-to-
Research

Research universiOes, Helmholtz 
Research Centers, Max Plank InsOtute, 
InnovaOonsallianz Baden-
WürRemberg, and other research 
insOtutes in the region

The gap barring interacOon between firms and research insOtutes is very small: 
•  TuRlingen is surrounded by some leading medical research organisaOons, centers, and laboratories 

of the world.

Firm-to-Cluster Sialkot Cluster, Medical Valley Cluster 
Nürnberg, and other related clusters 
around the world

The gap barring interacOon between firms in TuRlingen and other clusters is very small: 
•  Firms collaborate and communicate with partners and compeOtors in other clusters frequently.

Firm-to-
EducaOon

InternaOonal Business School 
TuRlingen, Hochschule Furtwangen, 
and other universiOes nearby

The gap barring interacOon between firms and educaOonal insOtutes is small: 
•  TuRlingen hosts 2 university campuses training specific business professionals and technical 

apprenOces for the companies in the cluster 
•  It is also close to many top-notch educaOonal insOtutes in Germany and Switzerland.

Firm-to-Public Local Chamber of Trade and 
Commerce; local Chamber of Crahs; 
cluster organisaOon; state and naOonal 
government agencies

The gap barring interacOon between firms and government/cluster organisaOons is medium: 
•  The public bodies provide ample support to the TuRlingen cluster in establishing ”commons” like 

Kompetenzzentrum Minimal Invasive Medizin (MITT), Landesinnung Chirurgie Mechanik, Medical 
Mountains, and Go-Cluster program

•  But the overall bureaucracy of German public bodies is hampering the interacOon.

Firm-to-Firm SMEs and larger companies The gap barring interacOon between SMEs and large firms is growing considerably:
•  Larger companies are diversifying into emerging medical technologies
•  Smaller companies stay on the tradiOonal track, synergies are diminishing
•  CompeOOon pools for SMEs and large companies are diverging

Firm-to-Capital Venture capitalists, local banks The gap barring interacOon between firms, esp. SMEs, and capital providers, notably venture capitalists, 
is large: 
•  Insufficient and inefficient flow of capital into TuRlingen to support entrepreneurship and R&D 

development.

Cluster level: 7 cluster gap model analysis 
Growing firm-to-firm gaps and a lack of capital endanger limit innovaOveness in TuRlingen 

11/12/2015 23 
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Cluster level: Diamond model  
TuRlingen’s compeOOveness relies on relaOvely favorable factor and demand condiOons
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▲  Access to world-leading technical experOse

Close proximity to clinical centers of excellence at University Freiburg, University Tübingen, 
University Ulm, and ETH Zürich (Switzerland)


Strong cooperaOon with world-class research, e.g. at Fraunhofer InsOtute for Manufacturing 
Engineering and AutomaOon IPA in Tübingen as part of the “Cluster of Excellence” iniOaOve of the 
German Federal Ministry of EducaOon and Research


Long history of technical experOse and know-how within TuRlingen area


▲  High levels of educaOon and good alignment with business needs

EducaOon system in Baden WürRemberg generates good high school graduates (among the best in 
Germany according to PISA) as well as highly skilled university diploma holders


Furtwangen University’s TuRlingen campus specializes on medical technology educaOon and 
cooperates closely with local businesses (partly financed by Medical Mountain iniOaOve)


▲  State-of-the art physical transportaOon infrastructure

Efficient transport infrastructure covering all modes of transportaOon ranging from road over rail 
and water to air


Baden WürRemberg is one of Europe’s largest and most important traffic hubs due to its central 
locaOon and good infrastructure


▼  Remote locaOon is disadvantage in global war for talents

In the face of the global war for talents, TuRlingen faces major problems to aRract highly-qualified 
internaOonal professionals due to its remote locaOon and low populaOon


▼  Shortage of risk capital for local entrepreneurs
Local entrepreneurs have almost no access to venture capital

Local bank “Kreissparkasse TuRlingen” offers tailored debt financing and facilitates access to 
governmental support, but processes are bureaucraOc and ohen do not align with entrepreneurial 
needs

Factor	condi?ons	

In total, the medical technology cluster in TuRlingen enjoys relaOvely favorable factor condiOons as well as highly compeOOve demand condiOons. Demand condiOons are parOcularly strong due to the close relaOonships to 
numerous very sophisOcated buyers within close geographic reach. Coupled with the cluster’s favorable factor condiOons, TuRlingen benefits from the global rise in the healthcare sector.

Demand	condi?ons	

▲  Very sophisOcated buyer segments

Geographically close university hospital consOtute very large and sophisOcated buyers that are willing to 
cooperate and share research faciliOes


Local hospitals expect superior quality standards at compeOOve price levels, which leads to high pressure 
on manufacturers to conOnuously innovate products and processes



▲  High number of buyers within close geographical proximity

Germany not only records the highest number of hospital beds (666,000) among EU member states, but 
also by far the highest number relaOve to populaOon size (823 beds per 100,000 inhabitants)


Europe consOtutes the second largest market for surgical equipment aher the United States

▲  Rising numbers of surgeries in due to ageing populaOon as well as advances in diagnosis and therapy

Number of outpaOent operaOons in German hospitals more than tripled from from 2002 to 2015, and 
the highest increase was recorded in Baden WürRemberg with approx. +320% 


Similar developments in most neighboring countries, including France, Switzerland, and Austria

▲  Increasing numbers of specialized, private hospitals

Private hospital operators grow across all Western European healthcare markets. Private operators ohen 
differenOate from public hospitals through beRer quality and service add-ons. The resulOng increase in 
compeOOon leads to higher pressure on producOvity and increased investments in the healthcare sector


▶  Increasing costs pressure when delivering health care

In Europe, as well as in the U.S. and in Asia, cost pressure and commercial risks dominate investment 
decisions made by hospital operators. As increased efficiency is becoming an existenOal concern for 
hospital operators, investment decision are increasingly made based on TCO instead of quality. 

▲  PosiOve

►  Neutral

▼  NegaOve



Cluster level: Diamond model 
The transiOon in the cluster is challenging the old structures and industries
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▲  Intense rivalry among local manufacturers and high investments in R&D
Due to TuRlingen’s small size of only 30,000 inhabitants, a Oght network of relaOonships among 
actors exists. Over many decades, a culture of distrust existed and sOll today rivalry among local 
firms is intense. However, collaboraOon happens when it comes to improving the cluster’s overall 
compeOOveness. This extremely compeOOve culture puts high pressure on local firms to innovate 
and, as a consequence, prepares them opOmally for the global compeOOve environment.

▲  No anchor company dominates cluster; instead a high fragmentaOon of SMEs exists

The TuRlingen cluster is not dominated by single, large corporaOons but instead consists of a broad 
landscape of SMEs. While Aesculap and Karl Storz employ more than 1,000 employees, more than 
90% of local enterprises have less than 100 employees. Nonetheless, a certain market consolidaOon 
structural transformaOon is observable and the number of local handicrah businesses has decreased 
from 277 to below 200 over the last two decades.

▲  High number of entrepreneurial spin-offs leverages innovaOve capacity

TuRlingen’s compeOOve landscape is characterized by entrepreneurial spinoffs. Very frequently, 
employees of local companies quit their jobs to launch their own businesses. While such 
entrepreneurs are mostly moOvated by the prospects of beRer living quality and increased 
flexibility, such spinoffs leverage the clusters innovaOve capacity and keep it dynamic
	
▼  Several family-owned businesses have hard Omes preparing the succession by next generaOon

Within the next five years, a large number of ageing owners and managers of local enterprises will 
reOre. Many family-owned business struggle to find and aRract suitable successors and face an 
uncertain future

▼  Many small firms are locked into niche markets and cannot scale due to limited means of 

finance

Strong compeOOon within the TuRlingen cluster fosters innovaOon and has prepared many SMEs for 
global niche markets. Nonetheless, many of such firms sOll have equity raOos of 100% and are 
unable to access sufficient funding to conOnuously invest into new technologies and scale their 
businesses.

Firm	strategy,	structure	and	rivalry	 Related	and	suppor?ng	industries	

▲  Dense web of local businesses has developed that offers products and services across the value chain

A vast number of highly specialized SMEs not only successfully supplies global medical technology 
markets but also delivers tailored parts and soluOons to local manufacturers.


Circa 500 companies are located in the TuRlingen cluster and act as manufacturers, suppliers and service 
providers. In total, they create a parallel existence of tradiOon and modernity, handicrah and high-tech


The proximity of suppliers and manufacturers allows for joint R&D acOviOes, shared innovaOon, tailored 
soluOons and short lead Omes

▲  Proximity to other world-leading manufacturing clusters facilitates knowledge transfer and innovaOon
Baden WürRemberg’s density of world-leading manufacturing clusters, e.g. the StuRgart automoOve 
cluster, contributes to TuRlingen’s high innovaOve capacity due to knowledge transfer and exchange of 
ideas.Frequent employee transfers bring in new perspecOves and spread latest technological 
developments at a rapid pace across industries

▼  Cost pressure leads to increased market consolidaOon and increased imports from low-cost countries

The globalizaOon of the medical technology industry on the one hand created new export markets, but 
on the other hand led to increased compeOOon from low-cost countries. Especially, tradiOonal handicrah 
businesses face strong compeOOon from countries like Pakistan and China, leading to a higher market 
consolidaOon in TuRlingen with focus on high tech manufacturing. One risk of this development is a 
decrease in innovaOve acOvity as those handicrah SMEs have tradiOonally accounted for a large porOon 
of business ideas and invenOons.

▼  Rather non-dynamic capital structures to do not promote innovaOveness

Main source of capital in TuRlingen are local banks which are part of the old
Handcrah structure. The transiOon of the cluster could be fostered by VCs or PEs
Which support start-ups and new ideas rather than business as usual.


The strong rivalry among firms within the cluster paired with intense interacOon among actors across related and supporOng industries creates a ferOle ground for globally compeOOve enterprises. Yet, the growing gap 
between the anchor companies and the SMEs within the cluster may endanger the overall cluster innovaOveness and compeOOveness. 

▲  PosiOve

►  Neutral

▼  NegaOve



Firm level: Summary 
Different tracks cause a growing firm-to-fim gap within the TuRlingen cluster 
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Germany offers good framework condiOons for internaOonally compeOOve firms. The German economy is very advanced and grows faster 
than most other European economies. Stable poliOcs and high investments in business sophisOcaOon are key drivers of this development. 
Unlike in more centralised countries, numerous world-leading clusters are spread across the country and consOtute the backbone of the 
export-oriented German economy. Economic homogeneity is of high poliOcal interest, and public iniOaOves exist to promote clusters across 
the country. Since the 19th century, Germany has been a hub for research and innovaOons in medical technology (medtech). By now, Germany 
is the largest medtech market in Europe and the third-largest in the world. Nevertheless, medtech markets in the US as well as in emerging 
countries currently grow at faster rates and threaten to dilute Germany’s global market share.

TuRlingen is located in the structurally strong federal state Baden WürRemberg. Home of several world famous automoOve, mechanical 
engineering, and medtech clusters, Baden WürRemberg reaches the highest R&D intensity in Germany. TuRlingen only has a populaOon of 
about 35,000 inhabitants, but is ohen considered the world centre for surgical equipment. Its history dates back to the early 19th century, 
when arOsan businesses specialised on knife-forging. Over the last century, the cluster has increasingly focused on the development of 
surgical equipment and today approximately 600 related businesses operate within the cluster. While over 90% of these firms are considered 
SMES, two large anchor companies exist: Karl Storz and Aesculap. 


Along with technological progress, local firms dynamically updated their product porkolios and became globally known as innovaOve leaders, 
parOcularly in the field of minimally invasive instruments. The cluster was dynamic and globally successful. Nevertheless, over Ome a gap 
emerged between two anchor companies and many SMEs. While the former increasingly invest in the development of highly sophisOcated, 
integrated products, the laRer struggle to keep up with the rate of change. 

Analysing the individual situaOons of Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente, the widening gap between firms in TuRlingen becomes apparent. 
While Karl Storz has grown into one of the world’s largest medtech manufacturers, the firm faces increasing compeOOon from internaOonally 
operaOng industry giants. For Allgaier Instrumente compeOOon has intensified too; however, mostly from low-cost clusters, such as Sialkot. 
Different strategic changes in direcOon have separated the firms’ paths, and now they face significantly different opportuniOes and threats.  

In order to successfully tackle these challenges, we have developed customised recommendaOons for the four most significant actors within 
the TuRlingen cluster: anchor companies, SMEs, the local cluster organisaOon, and policy-makers. In total, these recommendaOons aim at re-
arousing a climate of collaboraOve rivalry and improving overall framework condiOons for globally compeOOve firms. 
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Firm level: Facts & figures 
The analysis of Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente reveals widening firm-to-firm gaps

Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente were both founded by young local entrepreneurs soon aher World War II. IniOally, both companies produced endoscopes and mechanical surgical instruments. Nonetheless, the firms’ 
paths separated soon although their headquarters have stayed within walking distance. While Allgaier Instrumente, as the vast majority of local firms, has remained a highly centralised small family business, Karl Storz has 
emerged to a large global medtech corporaOon with over 50 subsidiaries in more than 40 countries. In fact, Karl Storz has become an anchor company for the TuRlingen medtech cluster and the second largest employer 
within the municipality. Allgaier Instrumente, instead, represents a typical small size local manufacturer.
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Karl Storz73 

Year of foundaOon: 1949
Headquarters: TuRlingen

Ownership: Family-owned

Global presence: >50 subsidiaries in over 40 countries; producOon locaOons in five countries

Product range: Endoscopes; minimal invasive instruments; systems soluOons (>8,000 products)

Allgaier Instrumente74 

Year of foundaOon: 1953
Headquarters: FriRlingen (District of TuRlingen)

Ownership: Family-owned

Global presence: Central administraOon form headquarters, sales to >80 countries

Product range: Endoscopes, surgical instruments
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Firm level: Facts & figures 
Large and small firms face threats from rising global compeOOon, but from different peers 

According to their different sizes, Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente have tradiOonally played different roles within the TuRlingen cluster. While Karl Storz soon emerged to an anchor company, which promotes TuRlingen 
around the world and invests large sums into TuRlingen, Allgaier Instrumente and the majority of the local firms remained small family businesses. While both firms have embraced the trend of globalisaOon, only Karl Storz 
has truly emerged into an internaOonal company with local subsidiaries. Remarkably, however, Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente now simultaneously face the challenge of increasing global compeOOon  - but from different 
peers. It will be a challenge for the TuRlingen cluster to avoid that local firms diverge too far from each other and to keep up the pace of innovaOon, which has long been the backbone of the cluster. 

•  Karl Storz consOtutes an anchor company for the TuRlingen cluster
• Aher Aesculap, Karl Storz is the second largest company within the cluster

•  Karl Storz‘s strong brand promotes TuRlingen within the German market and around the globe 

• As a major local tax payer and employer, Karl Storz is of high significance for the municipality

•  Karl Storz largely invests into local R&D, innovaOon and infrastructure, improving the overall 
compeOOveness of the cluster

• Member of the Medical Mountain cluster iniOaOve

•  Typical representaOve of the numerous family owned medtech SMEs in the TuRlingen cluster
•  Similar to many other firms, Allgaier Instrumente was founded in the 1950s and iniOally focused on 

metal printed surgical instruments

• With growing specialisaOon over Ome, Allgaier Instrumente followed its peers’ paths and 
increasingly exported its surgical instruments to global markets

•  Typically for many firms, products are characterised by funcOonality, ergonomics, and high quality
• Member of the Medical Mountain cluster iniOaOve

•  Sybill Storz, the founder’s daughter, took over as CEO in 1996 and has since then managed the firm
•  Karl Storz has grown internaOonally and the German market now accounts for only 9% of total sales 

•  This growth has been achieved through a strong global expansion, primarily to North America (42% 
of total sales), the rest of Europe (24% of total sales), and Asia (20% of total sales)

• At the same Ome, Karl Storz has conOnuously innovated its product porkolio and moved on from its 
tradiOonal focus on endoscopes toward minimally-invasive instruments, implants, and integrated 
operaOon room systems

•   R&D expenses amount approx. 5% of annual revenues and each year hundreds of new products are 
launched

• As revenues have grown over the last years, this increase came with the price of lower profitability

•  Karl Storz has evolved from a hidden champion toward a global compeOtor, and, hence, also 
changed its peer group

•  The new compeOOve environment includes global giants, such as Medtronic (€27 bn sales) and 
Siemens Healthcare (€13 bn sales), and financial pressure increased significantly

• Allgaier Instrumente is led by Rolang Allgaier in the second generaOon, and grandson Jonas Allgaier 
is desOned to soon take over the family business

•  Business has been relaOvely stable for Allgaier Instrumente over the last years and annual sales 
range between €2.3 and €2.5 mn

• Allgaier Instrumente has a broad product focus and offers over 26,000 different surgical instruments

•  Exports are shipped to over 80 countries worldwide and consOtute the majority of the firm’s sales 
• Nonetheless, global compeOOon and the rising need for digiOsaOon are risks to the firm’s future

• Manufacturers from low-cost countries (e.g. from Sialkot Pakistan) have significantly improved 
product quality and have become significant compeOtors on global markets

• Due to limited economies of scale, Allgaier Instrumente is forced to increasingly focus on niche 
markets and offer highly specialised instruments

• Allgaier Instrumente lacks resources to invest in modern technologies and keep up with the speed of 
digiOsaOon

Karl Storz73 Allgaier Instrumente74 
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Bandwagon effect
IdenOficaOon of global 
export markets to sell 

exisOng products to new 
markets

Threat from advancing low 
cost players

(e.g. from Sialkot, 
Pakistan)

Firm level: Railway model 
Stops at different train staOons have separated the paths of Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente

Threat from 
technologically 

sophisOcated global giants
(e.g. Medtronic and 
Siemens Healthcare)

1952 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Novelty producOon
First mover and 

innovator in the field 
of endoscopy

Embracing globalisaOon
InternaOonal expansion 

including first 
manufacturing sites in 
Switzerland and the US

ConOnuous innovaOon
Broadening of product porkolio 

within exisOng field of 
mechanical surgical instruments 
and increased global footprint

A new strategic focus
As Sybiill Storz succeeded as CEO in 1996, 

the company defined a new strategy. 
Focusing on the digitalisaOon megatrend, 

products became increasingly 
sophisOcated and the company emerged 
into a leading global medtech producer

Quality delivery
Establishment as a 
high quality, local 
manufacturer of 

endoscopes
StagnaOon

Low rate of innovaOon coupled with 
liRle investments into scale

Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente both started as producers of endoscopes, but soon their routes separated due to different paces. Karl Storz has always been a high speed train of innovaOon, while remaining focused to 
stop at train staOons and change tracks when needed. Allgaier Instrument, instead, moved at a significantly slower pace and remained on the same tracks for longer periods of Ome. These days, the two firms act in very 
different markets, but simultaneously face the threats from new compeOtors. Another stop at a train staOon may be of of high value for both. 
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•  Cost: RegulaOons, standards, and labour costs lead to higher priced, albeit higher quality, 
products

•  Technology: Lacks advanced technology know-how in fields outside its tradiOonal core 
acOviOes in endoscopy 

Firm level: SWOT analysis 
Despite a shared history, the firms’ future outlooks differ significantly

•  LocaOon: At the heart of the TuRlingen medical cluster with established global reach
•  Product: Global leader in high-end endoscopy products

•  Brand Image: Long, legendary history and high quality associated with the brand 

•  LocaOon: At the heart of the TuRlingen medical cluster with strong Oes and network along the 
value chain

•  Product:  Wide range of product offerings in tradiOonal surgical instruments and endoscopy 
(approx. 26,000)

•  Brand Image: TradiOonal family business known for its high-quality surgical products

•  DiversificaOon: Push R&D on emerging technology such as integrated surgical instruments 
and soluOons, and diversify the product range to grasp growth opportuniOes

•  CollaboraOon: AcOve communicaOon and cooperaOon with peer companies within the cluster
•  TransiOon: Pursue further specializaOon in sophisOcated surgical instruments and serve as vendor, 

buying cheaper components from Sialkot and manufacturing high-end instruments to offer full 
packages tailored to the needs of clients

•  Capital: Lack of funding for investment in R&D or for keeping up with new technological trends
•  ProducOon: Limited economies of scale  prohibiOng product cost reducOon

•  Human Resources: Lack of innovaOve talents

•  Entry barriers to new markets: High entry barrier to become compeOOve against high tech 
players with more capital, more sophisOcated technology, and established customer base

•  Required competencies:	Technological	progress	has	increased	the	importance	of	IT	
exper3se,	which	cannot	be	considered	a	core	competence	at	Karl	Storz	

•  Low-cost compeOtors: Pressure from manufacturers in low-wage countries with lower prices, 
most notably those in Sialkot, that decreases the company’s price compeOOveness in global 
market

•  Scale: Possibility that peer compeOtors develop beRer products at lower unit cost with larger 
economies of scale, completely eliminaOng compeOOon

Despite sharing similar beginning in the same cluster during the same period, Karl Storz and Allgaier represent two different types of companies with different business foci and future outlooks; their individual strengths and 
weaknesses present them with different opportuniOes and threats facing increasingly different groups of compeOtors, both domesOcally and internaOonally.

Karl Storz Allgaier Instrumente 
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Outlook: Summary 
The development in the TuRlingen cluster is both – a chance and a challenge
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Germany offers good framework condiOons for internaOonally compeOOve firms. The German economy is very advanced and grows faster 
than most other European economies. Stable poliOcs and high investments in business sophisOcaOon are key drivers of this development. 
Unlike in more centralised countries, numerous world-leading clusters are spread across the country and consOtute the backbone of the 
export-oriented German economy. Economic homogeneity is of high poliOcal interest, and public iniOaOves exist to promote clusters across 
the country. Since the 19th century, Germany has been a hub for research and innovaOons in medical technology (medtech). By now, Germany 
is the largest medtech market in Europe and the third-largest in the world. Nevertheless, medtech markets in the US as well as in emerging 
countries currently grow at faster rates and threaten to dilute Germany’s global market share.

TuRlingen is located in the structurally strong federal state Baden WürRemberg. Home of several world famous automoOve, mechanical 
engineering, and medtech clusters, Baden WürRemberg reaches the highest R&D intensity in Germany. TuRlingen only has a populaOon of 
about 35,000 inhabitants, but is ohen considered the world centre for surgical equipment. Its history dates back to the early 19th century, 
when arOsan businesses specialised on knife-forging. Over the last century, the cluster has increasingly focused on the development of 
surgical equipment and today approximately 600 related businesses operate within the cluster. While over 90% of these firms are considered 
SMES, two large anchor companies exist: Karl Storz and Aesculap. 


Along with technological progress, local firms dynamically updated their product porkolios and became globally known as innovaOve leaders, 
parOcularly in the field of minimally invasive instruments. The cluster was dynamic and globally successful. Nevertheless, over Ome a gap 
emerged between two anchor companies and many SMEs. While the former increasingly invest in the development of highly sophisOcated, 
integrated products, the laRer struggle to keep up with the rate of change. 

Analysing the individual situaOons of Karl Storz and Allgaier Instrumente, the widening gap between firms in TuRlingen becomes apparent. 
While Karl Storz has grown into one of the world’s largest medtech manufacturers, the firm faces increasing compeOOon from internaOonally 
operaOng industry giants. For Allgaier Instrumente compeOOon has intensified, too; however, mostly from low-cost clusters, such as Sialkot. 
Different strategic changes in direcOon have separated the firms’ paths, and now they face significantly different opportuniOes and threats.  

In order to successfully tackle these challenges, we have developed customised recommendaOons for the four most significant actors within 
the TuRlingen cluster: anchor companies, SMEs, the local cluster organisaOon, and policy-makers. In total, these recommendaOons aim at re-
arousing a climate of collaboraOve rivalry and improving overall framework condiOons for globally compeOOve firms. 
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Outlook: RecommendaOons for anchor companies  
Diversifying the product porkolio entails new market opportuniOes
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•  By diversifying the their product porkolio Karl Storz and Aesculap outgrew their tradiOonal markets of endoscopes and surgical instruments, respecOvely. Their new products meet new 
compeOtors and new markets. Referring to the Radio model75, elaborate market entry strategies are required to secure long-term success.

•  Why should the anchor companies enter new markets?
•  Exploit economies of scale and grow market share
•  Former low-cost/low-tech compeOtors (e.g. from Sialkot) are improving their while keeping cost low and thereby endanger the market posiOons of established 

companies in the surgical instruments and endoscopes markets. Hence, the anchor companies are forced towards offering more technologically sophisOcated products 
(as explained on page 22).

•  What can the anchor companies bring into the market?
•  Both companies have started diversifying their product porkolios against the background of strong market posiOon in their tradiOonal markets, which serve as a 

reliable cash cows. New products are built on their core competencies in medtech, allowing economies of scope in R&D. Yet, when tapping into very sophisOcated 
markets, e.g. that of high-tech medical devices, the companies may lack the experience and know-how to introduce truly innovaOve products. Therefore, both 
companies need to strongly invest in R&D. 

•  What are the anchor companies meeOng in the new markets?
•  Even though the medtech industry is rather fragmented, TuRlingen’s anchor companies will compete with global industry giants. Those powerful companies are highly 

capable in terms of HR, R&D and capital and possess strong networks in their respecOve market environments.
•  On a cluster level we see the danger of the “Trabant effect”. TuRlingen, historically focused on the rather manual producOon of surgical instruments may not be the 

most compeOOve environment for high-tech innovaOons in new markets (e.g. in comparison to the Medical Valley cluster	(see page 21)). Especially considering the 
growing gap between SMEs and the anchor companies (see page 23), Karl Storz and Aesculap may become lone warriors that compete with dynamic high-tech clusters. 
If necessary, the companies need to evaluate how “locked-in” they are (Railway Model) and consider to change their home cluster.

•  How should the anchor companies enter and act in the new markets? 
•  DigitalizaOon is one of the major trends in the industry and a big chance for the anchor companies to grow their market posiOons. Yet, it is key to understand customer 

needs through verOcal collaboraOons with leading hospitals all round the globe. Assessing surgical procedures and working processes of some of the most prominent 
clinics would allow these anchors to form a beRer understanding of required product developments outside of its tradiOonal markets. The companies should take 
advantage of the overall beneficial condiOons for medtech in Germany (see page 9) and exploit them to compete against the global compeOOon.

•  In order to overcome a potenOal Trabant effect, the firms need to bond with outside actors in global events, fairs, and conferences. By showing commitment within 
TuRlingen and acOvely supporOng the transiOon of the cluster, the anchor companies have the potenOal to re-establish the desired state of cluster dynamism.

Anchor companies must align their “bring” and “meet” to the new market condiOons as they will face new compeOOon and new customer demands when launching new products.  Technical sophisOcaOon must be 
prioriOzed, and reaching beyond TuRlingen’s borders may be crucial in order to remain compeOOve and meet customer demand. 



Outlook: RecommendaOons for SMEs 
SMEs are challenged to stay ahead of the global compeOOon
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SMEs in TuRlingen are mainly pressured by low-tech companies in emerging countries, where cheap labor consOtutes the main reason for cost advantage. Changes in strategy to avoid lock-in effects will be vital to keep 
TuRlingen’s SMEs alive. We see three opOons to ensure long-term compeOOveness; the right opOon depends on each company’s  context in terms of HR, capital, know-how and risk-affinity. 

•  Forces from low-tech clusters  - such as as SIMAP in Sialkot and Baja Medical Cluster in Tijuana - are pressuring SME’s in TuRlingen due to cost advantages and conOnuously improving product 
quality. This development in the medtech industry forces SMEs to adapt their business strategies76. As part of our analysis we idenOfied three strategic opOons to cope with the low-cost 
compeOOon. Nonetheless, these approaches require the capital, the know-how and finally the braveness to change tracks.

Status Quo
Focus on handcrah manufacturing (or 

at least refinement) – mainly of surgical 
instruments

OpOon 1 - Stay on the tracks (but with adjustments)
Companies can follow their current  strategy and try to advance their products step by step to 

stay ahead of the compeOOon, but remaining chased. VerOcal collaboraOon combined with 
further specializaOon and shared showrooms allow the small companies to use synergies (see 

page 18). Porkolios may even include imported products from low-cost suppliers. This way, end 
customers can purchase larger bulks conveniently from TuRlingen.

OpOon 2 – Quit manufacturing and become service providers
First formerly manufacturing businesses have already quit producing and now focus on trading 

surgical instruments from low-cost countries. They use their brand name, their product experOse 
and the exisOng customer network. Thereby, they even embrace the growing supply from former 

compeOtors. Considering the already exisOng supply relaOonship with Sialkot companies, 
TuRlingen firms can become valued intermediaries for end customers. This opOon, however, 

requires good business skills and is connected to drasOc changes in the operaOng model.

OpOon 3 – Diversify and change product porkolio
Small companies can consider to follow the examples of the anchor companies and grow their business verOcally or even change their 
main focus. Introducing the next generaOon into the ohen family run businesses can be good opportuniOes for change and contribute 

new views and know-how. DigiOzaOon is an important trend in medtech and consistently creates new business opportuniOes.



Outlook: RecommendaOons for cluster organisaOon & policy makers 
Policy and cluster organisaOons need to acOvely support the cluster transiOon
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•  Start-Ups within the cluster should be provided with training, capital and helpful networks. The number of new start-ups in TuRlingen is decreasing, which 
endangers the cluster’s innovaOveness. 

•  Synergies can emerge when Medical Mountain increases its efforts in formal and informal discussion forums where manufacturers, doctors and researchers 
get together and discuss the future of medtech. Moreover, inviOng global medtech leaders to inspire TuRlingen’s actors could potenOally contribute to 
catalyzing strategy development among firms.

•  Medical Mountains should listen to the needs of all involved parOes (firms, hospitals, educaOonal insOtutes, etc.) and criOcally assess the cluster’s 
performance. Currently, the cluster iniOaOve could not provide reliable overall sales and performance data.  Benchmarking of a number of KPIs, such as 
innovaOveness, sales, exports, profitability etc. would provide a solid foundaOon for future evaluaOon. Moreover, Medical Mountain should communicate 
the informaOon to crate a transparent picture of the cluster’s performance and aRract even more investors.

Medical Mountains’ role is essenOal for the future of medtech in TuRlingen: it must conOnue to bridge the gaps between cluster actors and also extent its acOviOes to reach outside TuRlingen. Involvement of all actors in the 
cluster is necessary to foster innovaOveness and thereby ensure the long-term compeOOveness of the cluster. Policy makers need improve the ease of doing business for exisOng and new organisaOons and should prepare 
support for TuRlingen’s small businesses in their very challenging process of change.

•  One of the most important tasks of the cluster organisaOon Medical Mountains is to funcOon as a bridge builder. Especially the growing gaps between anchor companies and SMEs as well as 
the limited access to capital may endanger the long term compeOOveness of the cluster (see page 23). Medical Mountains must not be exclusive but open to all actors related to medtech. 
Furthermore, it should act as an “antenna” by gathering informaOon from outside clusters, compiling the data and communicaOng it into the TuRlingen cluster.

•  On a naOonal level, it is important to keep the development cost for new products as low as possible. Furthermore, the state needs to constrain the power 
of health insurance companies and ensure fair approval and reimbursement processes, while keeping bureaucracy low. Finally, incenOves and support for 
entrepreneurs should be improved in order to re-establish a climate of dynamism and innovaOveness in clusters like TuRlingen.

•  On a more local level, policy makers need to be aware that the romanOc basement handcrah manufactures in TuRlingen will face increasing price pressure 
in the future and may at some point disappear. In collaboraOon with the cluster organisaOon it is necessary to on the one hand support them in their 
transiOon (see page 33) and on the other hand create alternaOve job opportuniOes. 

•  Policy makers on naOonal (Germany), federal (Baden-WürRemberg) and municipal level (TuRlingen) can posiOvely impact the long-term compeOOveness of the cluster by se�ng the right 
circumstances (see page 11 & 24,25). Although our analysis shows that Germany provide favourable framework condiOons for medtech businesses in general, the TuRlingen cluster faces 
severe future threats that demand policy makers’ aRenOon and acOon.
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